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The 'use of surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices in comunication systems has
recently been receiving a reasonable amount of attention. This is because SAW
devices can be used to perform accurate real-time convolutions of broadband
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Fourier transformers, etc. In particular, they appear to have a tremendous
potential in spread spectrum systems.
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S interference removal by Fourier transforming the received signal, passing the
resulting waveform through either a4 notch-filter or a hard limiter, and then

'inverse transforming the latter signa!.

In this paper, a variety of extensions of previ6us results- Viil be demonstrated.
One of the key limitations of processing signals in the Fourier transform domain
vith SAW devices is the fact that only finite segments in time of the -input-
waveform can be transformed by the device. It will be shown that by separating
the data into two parallel bit streams, this problem cati be avoided.

To illustrate the interference rejection properties of the device when used as a
real-time Fourier transformer, experimental results will be presented illustrating
the narrowband interference rejection referred to above. Probability of error
curves for a system employing a 7 bit Barker encoded binary PSK waveform embedded
in additive Gaussian noise and operating both with and without the presence of a
narrowband jammer will be presented. 'However, because of equipment limitations
these latter measurements were not e .with contiguous data,

The relevance of this type of technblo to avionics is relatively.clear. These
devices are light enough and small eno h to be used on board aircraft, and the
ability to receive contiguous-time digi al signals accurately and securely is
certainly of prime importance in avionic
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TRANSFORM DOMAIN PROCESSING FOR DIGITAL COMUNICATION SYSTEMS

USING SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES

L. B. Milstein
Department of Applied Physics and Information Science

University of California, San Diego
IA Jolla. California

D. R. Arsenault and P. Dan
Electrical and Systems Engineering Department

Rensselae;: Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York

SUMMARY

The use of surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices in comunication systems has receatly been receiving a
reasunable amount of attention. This is because SAW devices can be used to perform accurate real-time
convolutions oi broudbind waveforms, thus enabling then to function efficiently as matched filters, Fourier
transformers, etc. In particular, they appear to have a tremendous potential in spread spectrum systems.

In the past, theic'devices have been shown to be capable of narrowband interference removal by Fouier"
transforming the received signal, passing the resulting waveform through either a notch-filter oi a hard
limiter, and then inverse transforming the latter signal.

In this paper, a variety of extensions of previous results will be demonstrated. One of the key limitations
of processing signals in the Fourier transform donain with SAW devices is the fact that only finite segments
in time of the input waveform can be transformed by the device. It will be shown that by separating the
data into two parallel bit streams, this problem can be avoided.

To illustrate the interference rejection properties of the device when used as a reel-time Fourier trans-
former, experimental result' will be presented illustrating the narrowband interference rejection referred
to above. Probability of error curves for a system employing a 7 bit Barker encoded binary PSK waveform
embedded in additive Gaussiati noise and oporating both with and without the presence of a narrowband jammer
will be presented. However, because of equipment limitations these latter measurements were not made with
contiguous data.

The relevance of this type of techno.ogy to avionics is relatively clear. These devices are light enough
and small enough to be used on board aircraft, and the ability toreceive contiguous-time digital signals
accurately and securely is certainly of prime importance in avionics,

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the detection of digital signals in the presence of additive-Gaussian noise
and interfererice. Classically, analog filtering techniques are performed by convolving the. signal to be
filtered by " :e I pulse response of the filter. Recently, a new approach to analog filtering (Milstein,
L.B., 1977) h'.." ,' suggested, one thtt relies on, the ability of some device, in this case, a surface
acoustic wavw t6,l, device, to perform a real-tire Fourier transformation (and/or Fourier invelsion),
thereby enabling one to filter in the "frequency domain" by multiplication of appropriate Fourier trans-
forms rather than in zhe "time domain" by convolution. This filtering in the frequency domain allows one
the fle ;.blltty oif employing filters which could not be implemented in the time domain (i.e., are
unrealizatle). In particular, receiver5 using ideal bandpass filtering and Ideal notuh filtering have been
investigated (Das, P., 1977).

In this paper there will be a review of SAW devices in the next section, followod by a survey of some of the
techniques of implementing transformations with SAW devices. lhe actual receiver under consideration will
be presented in Section 4 and, in Section, 5, experimental results will be presented showing how the receiver
is capable of suppressing narowband interference (modeled as a sine wave). Finally, Section 6 will
stmmarize the results that have been achieved to date and indicate the directions that this technology
appears to be taking in the future.

2. REVIEW OF SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE TECINO:XY

Surface acoustic waves have been well known and well itudied by the seismologists since Lord Rayleigh's
discovery of this mode of wave propagation in 1895. Only in the last two decades (Ultrasonics Symposium
Proceedings, 1972-1976), however, has the importance of SAW in the electronic industry been realized.
This is due to two main factors. First is the availability of piezoelectric substrates like lithium
niobate (LiNbO ), and lead zirconium titanate (PZT), and secend is the easy generation and reception of SAW
on a piezoelec ric substrate using interdigital transduce"s. Thus, one can easily make a delay line with
an insertion loss of a few dBs, tens of microseconds of delay, and a center frequency vhich varies from
10 Niz to a few gigahertz. I. is to be mentioned that one can also make a delay line usig bulk ultra-
sound (i.e., using a device wherein the wave travels through the entire volume rather than just near the
surface), but there are two very important reasons why a SAW delay line is more attractive. First o,) all,
the SAW can be very easily tapped o,2 t piezoelectric substrate by one interdigital transducer (or a set of
transducers) to make a tapped delay line. In addition, one can put independent tapping weights on tho pick-
off points. This makes the realization of transversal or finite impulse response (FIR) filters with pre-
specified characteristics (within certain limitationc very simple. Thus, using the well-known techniques
of digital filter design, one can design a single mask which, employing the usual process of photolithography
(well developed by the integrated circuits industry), can be used to manufacture these filters with signi-
ficant reduction in cost.
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SAW technology includes not only Rayleigh 
waves, bul all the waves which can propagate 

on a solid surface

somewhat confined near the surface. For Rayleigh waves the confinement is of the 
order of one wavelength

(for LiIb0 at 100 MHz, X - 30 p), but for other waves, like Blustein-Gulyev 
waves, the confinement

length may
3be much larger, say c r, where c is the effective ^relative dielectric constant which) for

example, is approximately 30 for LiINO . 5*yleigh waves on a perfect surface of. piezoelectric insulator

are non-dispersive and non-dissipati e, but in actual solids the dispersion and loss characteristics become

of imortance in the gigahertz region. For frequencies less than 500 M z, of much more importance is tho

alignment of th crystallogralhic aes with the direction 
of wave propagktion. This is because in an

anisotropic solid, the directions of the energy 
and the wave vectors are collinear only in 

certain specified

directions and for large misalignment of 
the vectors, iignificant amounts of energy 

travel at an angle

away fron the desired direction, Also, for high frequencies, diffraction Loss may become significant.

An oscillator can be made using a SAW delay 
line and an externlvd amplifier. Tie q of this delay line

oscillator is generally of the order of a 
few thousand. For higher Q oscillators, one uses so-called 

SA

resonators. The resonators are made of one or two interdigital 
transducers with many metal fingers or

grooves to be used as reflective arrays for 
the planar cavity. With proper care, oscillator Qu of the

order of 60,000 have been reported (Bell, 
D.T., 1976).

The basic advantage for the SAW devices discussed 
above is that they use planar technology and 

thus ctn be

cheaply mass-produced. For the tapped delay line applications, ono major handicap is the rather lorge

temperature coefficient of LiNbO or other high coupling material which has low insertion loss. 
If, one

is willing to sacrifice the effiiency, ST-cut quartz is available which has ero first order temperature

coefficient. Finally, there is another class of SAW devices hih use acousto~alectric interaction of SAW

and free carriers on a semiconductor surface 
in a sandwich structlre of semiconductor on 

piezoelectric

substrate (i.e., silicon on LiNbO3). This is discussed below.

SAW propagating on a piezoelectric substrate 
(i.e., delay line) interacts with carriers in a 

neighboring

semiconductor. 'This interaction takes place 
even though the piezoelectric and semiconducting 

media have

their surface mechanically isolated by an 
air gap. The acousto-electric or space charge coupling 

is

achieved through the electric field hich accompanies the surface wave, This wave exists outside the

piezoelectric substrate and can penetrate 
inside the semiconductor and thus induce 

space-charge.

Acoustic surface wave convolvers are real-time 
analog ultrasound signal processors using this interaction.

A silicon-on-ithiuc niobate (LiNbO ) structure (a so-called separate media structure) is the implementa-

tion rost used. Devices of this tyi% include (in addition to convolvers) correlators, match filters,

Fourier transformiers, ambiguity function generators, and phase comparators (Bers, A., l974)(Ingebrigteen,
Fouri (er ranomers, Fi .. _ p 1976.\st .0 1)Ds P .191(ang .N. 1972)(Otto, 0., 197M(Kino, a.,

1976).

To illustrate the operation of this device, consider the situation in Fig. 1, where an RP signal f(t)

is appled to one n " r.sue to iaeate a traveling wave. At the other slid of tle device, tle

Urput applied two while traveling under the semiconductor, induce I propagating

electric field and a space charge which can be represented at any point x and t Inside the medium (to

within a multiplicative uctor) by

x, -rUt - kx) Gnd g(t + x J(w t + kx)

where k is the propagation co-Ant of the wave 
and v It its Y'locity. In overlapping, ihesc wave, Inter-

act and the current density inside the semiconductor consists of the P idamentl ind higher order harmonics.

The ou.tput is proportional, to the integral of 
the current density w-ch respect to x. Thus, if only the

second harmonic term is detecteti, the output is proportional to

./2 t+L/2V

f x -~ g(t + 2) ax v f f(r) g(2t - -r)dT()
Let-L/2V

vhere L is the physical length of the device. 
For time-limited signals, with T - LI2V, the above expres-

sion represenf! convolution, except for an output time compression 
factor of two; thus Fig. 1 depits a

convolver.

An important feature of these real-time analog 
elgnal processors is that they tre prograismable 

in the

sense that one convolver can be used for many 
types of signals. lbis certainly is a great advantage over

the tapped delay line correlators discussed earlier, 
as the latter are capable of responding to a fixed

signal form only.

Flnallo, one other class of space-charge-coupled devices 
has been developed recently, the so-called

=iory or sterage devices (Bera, A., 1974)(Ingebrigtsen, K., 197)(Defriannold, ph,, 196)(Das, P., 19T1,

t.nich can pKtrform the signal processing functions mentioned earlier with a store/. signal in the charge

pattern of a vidicon diode array plnced on a LihbO, delay line. The storage device is shown in Fig 2.

To store the signal f(t), it is applied at input 
l-a %a envelope modulating a carrier at frequen'rY m.

Another short input pulse (sometimes referred to Is a "write-in" pulse) at frequency (u is applied either

at input 2 (case 1) or at the output terminal (case 2) such that the waves generated by the signal and the

write-in pulse interact to irodikce a DC current. 
This DC current produces a trapped periodic charge

density due to the charging of capacitors associated with the diode arrays. The period of this charge is

(1/2k) for case I and (1/k) for case 2.

The charge pattern may remain stored from seconds to ten minutes depending on the type of diode structure

and the ambient temperature. To read out the stored signal, a read-in short 
pulse at frequency oAk' (case

1) is applied at either terminal 3 or It. Alternately 
a short pulse at frequency tu (case 2) can be applied

to either termai~il 1 or 2. The stored signal is recovered at the output terminal. To convolve a signal

g(t) with the stored signal, the short read-in pul.e is replaced by g(t) and applied at either input 14 or

input 2. Alternately, to correlate, g(t) is 
applied at either 3 or 1.
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Fourjier trm fovtiLion An xiq ilhmd in r,'ti.Itt by j% SAW devico .In tile ro~owing mitmntr- If' ik Signal
r~~d(4&tIn, k Vjvoo f(t) tscotnkting A linear M& or~ qvhrp 'vmf'oi) Ist invol'iud v10%t the

")tile routut of' umt~ convlioti 'will be tat. Fourier tansform-t t'(t)(14lluteln, 11.0 1977)
(Na, P., l19t7). '* orot'orep if' these t'wO'wiivutorm kro used as theo two Inlits to tile SkW nvilver

dsrbdIni thle PruvIona mtcn, the convolvex' outptt, P aumitt f(t) In timo-llmtotuu o QOme val\e TP A A,
vhcx'u A is tho intoaction Lime of' thle device (mid 1,NUs i the ysicoxlonjth, or tile dovicc- d iM1o by thev
voioi or' proi~g4atioix or' the SAW in Uhe dovice)) vill bt F(t*), the Fourier trmf'ormi Or r(t), or tilt
1Amnge wwltXT, 1 2Mtlstaiin, L., )9).Atroktoly, rithr thnn na thu convolver, If' one Implemxents n
tkpptil delay 0line 'with taip corlintt given by maos or tile kiunltod OhIrp nignokIa si'qed 04/ );I
neconds *iirto 1thre is e 'width Of M10 ch141 'wVefOrn, one0 can Obtikll F(W) 1f thle out-put of"ethe
delay line 'when f'(t)o J ttr) istheU1 npklt, In oithor once, tile mti f'rcquonoy variatble 0 -0ill bet l
lneax -rtonction of' time, no Utht V(me) vMll be gnmto~d &L diri dovice ouitput Ail rma- t~me.

Ilia hboveo chuqUt, An suf'C'int onl1y it' twe 'waveorm . time ts1ited to it ttmell enou%18h value. liffin tile
vskweforomt is a stutnCm of' contirmou ttis A0 no A typicitl or' most digIkIl cot1mmnunIetOll syatflim tMn
tttean or altering thm proetiuro it olaikrly nocsam7, and one n\10% scheme An described belo'w

Notioilly, Like tehnliquo consist" of' dividinr, Ome 111put a naltoly into tuo datn strnam, processing OROh
dMa strcam neparately, and then combining the reixiltr, at the end(. Conoptuilly, bIt A srRlghtf'ormwrd

tohiq',%e, but f'rcm tkn AAlemontmion poinft of' view there wuro a variety of' nubt-ies Ivolving osuch
things ona he ktOat generationl or countantl onvtlopo Ohdim Ali tile two paraillel tn'anchusand minimiska-
Liom C' coanOtlk froao intee bnvr tvksf'otstng that had to fm Aldtontood,

FIR\rQ 11(h) shows4f a% (JLIM block d11a6r-0 of' thle fytem And rig, IJ(i. allows tile nigm\14 at. dif'forplit Points
in %ot syittm. A chirp cloqk plus Ak dlkyej vornIon of' Uta dock cent-olp t.ho nyatecm An follown- Tito
ttlqoked clck 4.. kised to trger a tlip-flop wich in turn trgaorn t-vo ol-o'-phrioo Implak gonirators
'Met) In 1kap4t modulate all 1W ctArrior a11 Ulmt genorikte two onL-Oe-Ph10,0 chirp otraeA af'ter pkaoting
trough tho two chirp filters, A scond e3lpip in triggered byk U1e nonl-delayedl clock mid In umead to 9
gAte tUm tio qhIrp at. ms no thIt ovelkpping doos nc.1, occur. 'Thqtri A55 Ai'o Attmgoa to tile opi'onkt
t ilop~ by mlAing 'ith Ptc. Thto nign. n(t) i0 then made to IMVRoat these ittream. Thulit2 onetd chirps Ame
fad Into two chirp filtoe Crost which Motrgan two O'nt-otr-'pha Fouretr transorm ot'Vmm. Ixttg again 'ith1
N)~ to obtakin the opposite el0oe Anuluing Like two ftroeIms together, hund Coodip~i Lbin nignal Into anothor
chirp filter givoa thle originsal continuousf sIgnal At thle outlixt. Thto out-of-phasen Aillri stroams ttru thun

taumod together sand mixed vith tile recovered signal to eliminiAto tile chirp cnrrier, LyroiA ilnit
obtained by- clightly 401tigig tile chirp otream frequonoy, 'w0101k In Indepeondent of' Lim *Aglll 'eUQneoY,
Tito nignAl tan be t'mitored by tiggring onl Lilt ignal. cdock, hrein tile vhirps ore moniored 'by

tiggerintg altil hir clock.,

J 1'ittallyo a described Inl (Mileteill, 11., 19T0,~ (ArseinaUlt, D.,, 197'j), tvm itther pointo Are 'worth
omtimitintg. lle first in obvIoui, merely bilts that since one obtaines a trianoforts vhlid only overa
finite rnQ In ftquency, One var. only inve;'se tmrsorm over tOIL rango it f'roj\%ncy so that. In getiroki
onel obtidntt At the oucltut of' mn llxyt rd transform t donirud inverse convolvedklw vJt R sIn x/x Ltype
'weighting Mulotil./ 11te eni point is Uta nine Ii either thue forward trAnsf'Qtm or Inverse tranform case, the trskuttt'rS-
tionl only alppearn a\t the output of' th0 devie V1hen thle Inpuit 'waeorm An fully\ contined Ii thm Aeve, I I'
tate ninal ciarrier freqmoncy of' botli tilu '.ipward iAnd dcwnwakrd chirps are thle ait, thle valtett r(o) (and
Amtkktoeit vic"ity) and F(0)(mld lIttmedlikte vicinity) cannlot be obtinedl. Ilioreforo, ikplrolirI~te tie anid
fretquoecy shirting Iprocedureta hiave to be om~iloyod (Milatoin, L., 1977) ond (AreniaIL, D., :1977), AlttAx-
natel$, If' F(O) Is desired, it can be obtained by usi,4 different, ;arrier i'req\%onles for Lie oppontti
going Otirps. lion'vor, this then lynto tho entire rangea of' frequencies for 0hi0h r. accuirate transfrorm In
obtained it Lim vicinity of' btaeband rathor than Rt RF.

Tito ieneral tort of' tho receiver is shown Ini Fig. 5i(R). It vtoninto of' A Foutrier traknformer, ak multi-
plIer, an Iniverse F'ourier transtuurr and ta maktched ilter, itn esnce, the fIltering Vy the trovg form
uniction 11((0) is dione by ItltLijticatio f'ollowed by Invorse transforoation rathor thmn by ^onvoluti In.

'ilais aultijilicktioti, 'while ostensibly being peoro-naed inte Uko llreqttenoy dotrain", in of' cmurse, tkamcoj4xlahed
by thd SAW devIcel In relftti',AQ.

Alternately, the reeiver may\ !be l1leAoztnd ks nhom.'nin Fig. 5(b) (No)s "1., 19fl)(ott, o., 19714i, 'wherein
the matched f'iltering Is pierformedi by inverse tranetorming thle productL or ,Am tratnnf'ormn of' thle filtered
input wVaveror- IAnd thle Aiplae rospnee or thle matched filter,

To illStrAted the Rbove Ideas,. Fig. 6 lhowa results of' tiarxowA;nd Interforkttee rommlx ulher, s(0~ As a
13.b. DArker code acquonce. (Acf.vuky) the Qode Vmat cm~poned of' ONIne and MR03~t rather thanl CAM K.) Tile
Interference In this case 'wa A aitte wve, and it 'was filtered out biy atstitiplcktion An frequency by I%
rectattgkilkr pulsea (I~e, ak low-pa filteri.

It con be sti from thte figtre that thle interference has been offtelA\'oy ollm4liated. 'bs0 distortionl seen
In thle Final trace In due int lakrtf part to the bandwidth1 of ' tae rinli Video ?ilter. As anr incident aX
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result, if traces I and 3 are compared with each other (also traces 4r and 6) one can see the fidelity with
which the Fourier transforms can be taker.

Figure 7 shows the actual implementation used to generate the above results, ar corresponds to the block
diagram of F-.. 5(a). The Fourier transforms were implemented using SAW delay lines with-a chirp impulseresponse built into the tap weights. However, the final matched filtering operation vat performed using

a silicon-on-lithium niobate convolver.

To demvnstrate the feasibility of Fig. 5(b), the receiver shown in Fig. 8 was built and results are shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the output of a filter matched to a 255-bit PN code (again implemented
with ONEs and ZEROs) when the input was that same code under interference-free conditions. When a narrow-
band interferer (specifically a periodic triangular waveform) was added, the filter output is shown in
Fig. 10.

5. EX RIIA L RESULTS

The receiver structure shown in Fig. 5(b) can be implemented using less components as shown in Fig. 11
(Otto, o. W,, 1976). The difference between this implementation and that of Fig. 8 is that no time-
reversed signal is required for correlation. Also it is to be noted that the output of the receiver is
dechirped. This is shown in Fig. 12 where both the correlation and dechirped correlation of 7-b.t Barker
code signals are shown. The performance of this receiver in the presen-e of high level jamming is alsoI d: shown in Fig. 13.

To test the performance of this receiver, the probability of error curve Ms measured using the block

diagram shown in Fig. ll4. The signal used in the error-analysis was a (2 - 1) bit PH code generated by
a 24-bit shift register. Each +1 bit of the signal was encoded with a 7-bit B&a.ker code having dechirped
correlation peak shown in Fig. 12, whereas for the O-bit, a 1800 phar, shifter wa. used to obtain a nega-
tive correlation spike. This was done by inverting the output of the 7-bit Barker code generator with
every +1 bit of the PN code generator and leaving it unchanged with a zero bit. The other output of the
7-bit code generator ws used in the reference channel. The correlation output was applied to the thres- .4

hold detecting and error-counting circuit shown in Fig. 15. The threshold level was set to zero and the
output of the zero level detector was compared with the input signal. If there was an error it was
counted in an 8-segment decade counter. The clock frequency for the signal was 2 K-z and the 7-bit Barker
code was 23 psec long (unfortunately, equipment limitations prevented these measurements from being per-
formed with contiguous time data). The center frequency and bandwidth of the chirp filters were 15 Miz and
6 Miz respectively. The Jamming noise was generated by using a sinusoidal oscillator. The RMS noise
voltage was measured by a Dumont type 405 high fre uency EMS voltmeter. This voltmeter was found to have
high frequency resonances and to eliminate this, a 1 Miz low pass filter w.\s inserted at the output of the
noise generator. Since tne system bandwidth was also 6 Miz, this still could be looked upon as ..,ro or
less white neise.

Figure 16 shows the probability of error curves obtained for the system. Curve B was obtained us.ag
0.1h5 volt RMS noise and 0.2 V peak to peak signal. Curves C and D show the degrodation of the rnc'eiver
In the presence 6f different Jamer levels. Curves E and F show the improvement obtained by selev r ive
gating in the Fourier domain. Curve A shows the probability of error for an optimum rec.eiver.

Comparing curves A and B, one finds that the present receiver is inferior to the optimum one by 3.5 %d.
The antijamming capability is 0.5 dB and 2.5 dB for the low and high -'eve! Jasmmers respectively. These
results are preliminary and better performance can be expected by optimizing the system, For example, it
is expected that curves E and F should bo much closer to each other than shovn in the figure. The reason
this was not so in the present system was due to an improper gating of the jamming signal in the receiver.
This :esulted in iPpreading of the Jammer in the frequency domain and thus could not be removed completely
i , degradin, the signal itself.

6. DISCUSSION

Different !.plementations of a spread spectrum receiver using SAW devices as Fourier transforT rs have
been diseir ted. For a particular implementation a probability of error curve was obtained. These are only
preliminavN results and no attempt has been made to compare them with theoretical predictions. Tht* results
presented in this paper are characteristic of the behavior of SAW devices as signal processors showing
their superiority in situationi. that other devices, at present, might find troublesome to contend with,
The fact that these devices allow access to the )eal-time Fourier transform of the signal as an auteati
consequence of the correlation process (as has been demonstrated in this paper) allows one to employ such
powerful tchniques as filtering by transform gating and noise optimization or 'prewhitening' by multiplying
the transform by a function related to the noise characteristics.

One very important advantage in the use of SAW devices for signal processing is thepossibility of fabrica-
ting cntire receivers, and the ] ike, on a single substrate. For iht.tance, all the chirp filters depicted
in the correlation system of Fig. 11 can be fabricated as a single monolithic unit. From this one can
envision d a.atic decreases in the bulk of such systems. At the moment it seems plausible to state that
the dynsauc range of such systems, as have been discussed in this paper, is ultimately limited by other
e €stem componetts iuch us micers since SAW devices are known to possess wide dynamic ranges. Although SAW
devces may require high level inputs this does not present too much of a problem due to the present

availability of excellent wideband high-gain amplifiers.

Finally, it should be ment 4 oned that ulthouta the Fourier transform has been stressed .olely in this paper,
other transforms are also implementable using SAW devices (Arsenault, D., 1977), opening up new avenues
for application.

P'artially supported by U. S. Army Research Office Grant No. AG-29-77-G-0205.
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Fig. I The Si-on-Li~bO3 Convolver Structure
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Fig. 2 The Structure of the Si-on-LiNbO Memory Correlator

Fig. 3 External Appearance of a Si-on-LNbO3 Convolver with 100 M1iz Center Frequency, 25 Mlz Bandwidth
and 10 ps Interaction Time
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Fig. 5 Receiver Block Diagrams "

Fig. 6 Filtering of Parker Code Signal (hor, scale - 5 psee/div.). Trace I - Barker Code Input:
Trace 2 - Fourier Transform of Trace 1; Trace 3 - Inverse Fourier Transform of Trace 2- Trace Ih -
Barker Code Plus Interference; Trace 5 - Fourier Transform of Trace 14; Trace 6 - Inverse Trans-
form of Trace 5; Trace 7 - 11(w) - Gating Signal* Trace 8 - Filtered Signal.
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Fig. 7 Implementation of' a SAW Receiver mhere the Matched Filter is a Si-on-LiNbO 3Convolver.
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(a)

Fig. 9 255-Bit PN Code-Matched Filtering. (a) lIor. scale -5 .see/div., Traces 1 and 2 -Code and
Its Time Reversal; Traces 3 and 14 -Respective Fourier Transforms: Trace 5 - Product of Traces
3 and 4; Trace 6 - Matched-Filtered Output. (11 Magnified and Expanded View of Trace 6 (hor.
scale - 2 jisec/div.
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Fig. 16 Probability of Error (PE) Curve for the SAW-Implemented Sytem. Curve A -Optmum . eoreaial
PE; Curve B - Experimental PE with Approximately White Gaussian Noise; Curve C - Experimental
PE for ismtaer Level ".94 dB with Respet to Signal; Curve D - Experimental PE for Jammer Level
9.54 dB with Respect to Sigi. "Curve E - Sae to Curve C, except an Attempt was made to Remove
the Jamming; Curve F S ame a,. ve D, excep~t an Attempt was made to Remove the Jamming.
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